Relating spatial heterogeneities to rotor formation in studying human ventricular fibrillation.
Ventricular fibrillation (VF) occurs due to disorganized electrical activity in the ventricles. This leads to rapid uncoordinated contractions of the ventricles and sudden cardiac death if not treated within minutes of its occurrence. The mechanism of VF initiation and maintenance is still elusive, however the mother rotor and multiple wavelet theories attempt to explain the mechanism behind this lethal arrhythmia. In mother rotor theory, VF is believed to be maintained by high frequency periodic sources called rotors that could be tracked using the phase progression along and through the myocardium using spatio-temporal electrical mapping of the heart. There are exiting works including our previous works that have related the formation of these rotors to anatomical and physiological heterogeneities observed in the myocardium. In this study we performed an correlation exercise of the locations of rotors with scar boundary maps and dominant frequency maps and elucidated this relation using human VF data acquired from isolated human hearts. The results suggest that in 14 rotors over 6 human hearts that we studied, all rotors co-localized to boundary zones of scar and low-high dominant frequency locations. The mean variance of the dominant frequency over the spatial location of the rotor was found to be 0.55 with average minimum of 4.15 Hz to a maximum of 5.71 Hz. This results in human VF data strongly suggest that boundary zones of healthy-non-healthy tissues and low-high frequency boundaries form a favorite substrate for rotor formation.